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Quantum Events

Reduction of wavepacket?
Wrong – Event causes reduction.
Wavefunctions are not physical things.
Wavefunction is the encoding (sometimes) of events 
in theory. Event causes change

(sometimes—if event (condition) later, no wavefunction
 can encode events-- two time formalism of Aharonov or
Decoheence functional of Hartle-GellMan) 



  

Paraphrase J. Wheeler:

No quantum event is and event unless it is a measured event

(work with J Oppenheim, thesis, and collab with B Reznik, 
Y Aharonov, S Popescu)  late 1990s and early 2000s
Arxiv: quant-ph  9709032, 9805064, 9801034, 9807043, 9807058, 0003130



  

When does an event occur?

Particle traveling with energy about E, When does it arrive
at x=0 (1-D)?

Assume that the particle comes in from left, and travels to the
right. Must arrive at x=0 sometime.

x=0
classical quantum – wave packet 

arrival time uncertain, but something
like wavepacket width over v



  

No event is an event unless measured.

We cannot define time of arrival unless we have some way
of measuring that time of arrival. 

Is there some operator T which defines the “time” for that
particle?  H is Hamiltonian.

No. 

But then                  is an energy translation operator

If H bounded from below, then there exists no such operator
T since H must has arbitrary lower spectrum.



  

Thus, Measurement of time of even is not a measurement
of any operator directly defined with respect to that event

Quantum Field theory – This is true not only for time, but
for space as well. t,x are parameters of the theory (like 
indices.) Behave similarly to t in in non-rel quantum theory,
not to operator X of non-relativistic theory.  

Thus for quantum field theory, there exists no operator T,X 
associated with the quantum field either. Observables are
field strengths 

Concerns with t become concerns with all of spacetime in 
Quantum Field theory.



  

Must institute clocks to measure time.

What is a clock?
Pointer: (Hands of clock) 
Pointer corresponds to some measureable 
dynamic variable. 

Cannot be true in general, but we assume that
there is a family of states for which this
is approximately true. 

States such that they are a combination of 
momentum eigenstates near 

pointer. 



  

Cannot produce arbitrary accuracy.

As            becomes smaller,           gets larger, until it

becomes such that clock gets inaccurate.  

This is Heisenberg's time energy undercertainty relation.
Has a long history. Bohr Einstein weighing of energy debate
(seems that this is valid only if General Relativity is valid.
Opat and Unruh showed that this valid as long as Bohr's
assumptions that energy has weight is valid) 
The first on is accurate. Internal time, indicated by some
approximate pointer, and energy of clock are what is 
conjugate.



  

Clocks cannot be arbitrarity accurate. 
Clock energy and clock pointer time are conjugate. 

When does the particle arrive at x=0?

Must couple a clock to the system which records when the 
particle arrives at x=0.

Clock runs as long as x<0, and stops if x>0.

What does “arrival” mean?  Heaviside function.

If 1, particle is to left of 0, if 0, particle to right of 0

If clock runs when this is 1, and stops when it is 0, then
we can time when the particle hit 0.



  

Clock runs when particle is to the left, stops running when
to the right.

Problem. Step function in the potential. While the
expectation value gets rid of most of it, the variation of the
clock Hamiltonian still leaves a step function.

Problem: The step function can reflect back the particle.
It never gets to the right hand side. Clock never stops.



  

Quantum measurement affect that which is being measured.
(Ubiquitous part of quantum mechanics.)
Even to deciding when an event occurs.

Note this is something different from the problem of the 
spread of the wavepacket of the particle. Many measurements
of the “same” (identically prepared) particle give different
results because of the spread in wavepacket. 

Here the very process of measuring whether the particle has
arrived at the location affects whether or not it “arrives” at the
location. 



  

The reflection from the “clock” interaction has two effects:
a)The probability that the clock will be triggered at all
b) a change in the probability distribution of the time of 
arrival. Ie, the wave packet of the particle will indicate
a distribution of the times of arrival.
However, because different momenta of the particle are 
reflected differently, the distribution of the the times of
arrival over many repetitions of the experiment can get
very skewed. 

The reflection probability from the step function depends
on the energy of the particle.

This effect gives a limit like



  

Note that this is very different from the usual time-energy
uncertainty relation. 
That is a relation in which the time as indicated by the 
pointer of the dial of the clock, and the uncertaintly of the 
energy of the clock itself are related. (and this also affects 
the above). The above however is a relation between 
accuracy with which the time of arrival of the particle and the
energy (not its uncertainty) of the particle itself are
related. 



  

Can one do better? 
Eg, because this is an effect due to the finite momentum of
the particle-- perhaps we could increase the energy just
before the particle arrives-- a little slingshot.

The problem is that the acceleration distorts the wave packet
so that the result is not an accurate measure of what the time
of arrival would be without that accelerator.

One can try a whole bunch of procedures to try to measure
the time of arrival, and all result in the same limit. 



  

Traversal time

L

Again need to couple particle to a clock to measure how long
it takes to cover the distance L.
Problem: By knowing L and measuring t, one has a measure
not only of the position (to accuracy L) but also the momentum
(through the velocity L/t) 
Again, using this one gets that the uncertainty in the time of 
measurement is given by the inverse of the Kinetic energy
of the particle. 



  

?

Quantum?

Not self adjoint

Alter near k=0 to make self adjoint.



  

Self adjoint, and should be the arrival time at least if state
does not have small momenta.

Problem: 
Eigenstate for states near 

Prt for |k| bigger than epsilon does approach a state 
concentrated around x=0. Ie, it looks like a time of arrival.
But part for |k| less than epsilon produces a state which is 
zero near x=0 and has a huge tail. The probability of not
finding the particle near x=0 when              becomes of 
order 1/2.

Ie, the particle has a 50% chance of being nowhere near
the point x=0 when its time of arrival is 0.

                   

Ie, this operator is not a reasonable “time of arrival” operator



  

Implication for Quantum Gravity?

Why study Quantum Gravity WGU-- Can J Phys 64 128 (1986)

Measure the metric-- distance between two nearby points

p is the momentum of the objects which define the points

Internal stresses in ruler.



  

Ie, an analysis like the Heisenberg* microscope gives 
and uncertainty relation between the metric and the 
curvature. Not between the metric and the connection
as is usually postulated.

Curvature is second time derivatives of metric, not first.

What (if anything) do such uncertaintly relations imply for
Quantum Gravity? Are we entirely on the wrong track?

Of course, Bohr strongly criticized Heisenberg for his 
Microscope as proving nothing. 

I claim no proof, but suggest maybe this might point a way 
to some alternative way of thinking about Quantum Gravity.

*-- Note that Ligo is the world's bigggest Heisenberg
Microscope



  

The Advanced Ligo design sensitivity has the dominant noise
above about 15Hz is all quantum noise, of exactly the form 
Heisenberg postulated for his microscope. 
The “electrons” here are however 40Kg mirrors. not 10-30 kg
electrons

Quantum considerations are important!
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